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            Abstract  

             The main objective of the thesis is to remind the Czech presence at the First Gulf 

War in 1990-91 and to contribute to extend the knowledge and available details related to 

this important event of the world history. The main sources of collecting information are 

interviews held by the method of Oral history with the members of Czechoslovak chemical 

defense battalion that was present during the Kuwait War. The contingent was headed by 

colonel Valo at that time. The additional source used in this assay are the archive files 

collected at the Central Military  Archive facility as well as published articles/books 

dedicated to this topic.        

        It was a first time that the contingent of the Czechoslovak Army- battalion was sent to 

serve abroad after 1989. Majority of the battalion members spent their live, service and 

duty in the political regime that had a negative attitude to the armies of the NATO 

members. The Czech battalion closely cooperated with the NATO armies in Saudi Arabia 

and Kuwait.  With respect to the specificity of the selected theme I tried to cover not only 

the war conflict itself and participation of the Czech battalion there but also the previous 

professional life of the Czechoslovak soldiers, their relationship to the service in the 

Czechoslovak Army, their attitude to the political regime where they spent their life and 

their motivation to participate and serve abroad in the Czech battalion. I was highly 

interested how it worked for them looking on their background from a past and obtained 

experience during cooperation with “former enemies – NATO armies“ during war 

conflict.        

          The assay also covers the solders view on daily routine of the contingent, perception 

of the other members of the unit and possible conflicts within the unit. Integral part of the 

theme has been family background, cooperation with other armies, evaluation of standards, 

equipment and readiness of the Czechoslovak soldiers, contribution and benefit of their 

participation and assessment of their life after the service abroad.  
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